In a collisional Penrose process, two particles coming from the asymptotically flat region collide in the ergosphere of a compact object. The collision produces two new particles, one with positive energy and one with negative energy. When the particle with positive energy escapes to infinity, the process extracts energy from the compact object. In this paper, we study the collisional Penrose process in a rotating wormhole spacetime. We consider the simple case of a head-on collision at the throat of a Teo wormhole. We find that the process of energy extraction from a Teo wormhole can be substantially more efficient than the collisional Penrose process in the Kerr black hole spacetime.
I. INTRODUCTION
A rotating compact object can generate an ergoregion, namely a region of the spacetime in which any particle is forced to move along the direction of the rotation of the compact object. The interesting property of the ergoregion is that it allows to extract energy from the compact object. The simplest example is the Penrose process [1] . A particle coming from infinity enters the ergoregion of a black hole and decays into two particles, one with positive energy and one with negative energy. While the particle with negative energy is swallowed by the black hole, the particle with positive energy escapes to infinity and, since its energy is higher than that of the initial particle, the whole process has extracted energy from the black hole.
A variant of this mechanism is the collisional Penrose process, in which the initial state is represented by two particles coming from infinity that collide in the ergoregion of a black hole [2] . The product of the collision is a particle with positive energy that escapes to infinity and one with negative energy that crosses the event horizon. Once again, the whole process allows to extract the rotational energy from the black hole. Recently, some authors have restudied the collisional Penrose process, both in the Kerr black hole spacetime [3, 4] and in other stationary and axisymmetric spacetimes [5] . Multi-Scattering scenarios in the Kerr spacetime have been investigated in [6, 7] . The collisional Penrose process can even occur in a Reissner-Nordström black hole spacetime [8] , since the latter has a generalized ergoregion [9] .
The aim of this paper is to study the collisional Penrose process in a rotating wormhole spacetime. Indeed, Penrose processes do not require the presence of an event horizon, but just of an ergoregion, and therefore they should be possible even in the case of rotating wormholes spacetimes. Wormholes are topologically non-trivial structures of the spacetime [10] . They can be cast in general relativity as non-vacuum solutions. However, stationary and axisymmetric wormholes in general * Corresponding author: bambi@fudan.edu.cn relativity necessarily require matter violating the null energy condition [11, 12] . The Ellis wormhole is the simplest wormhole solution in the Morris-Thorne class [11] . It was found in 1973 in Ref. [13] as a solution of the Einstein equations in presence of a phantom scalar field and, independently, in Ref. [14] as a solution in a scalartensor theory of gravity. The Ellis wormhole metric can be obtained from different kinds of exotic matter [15, 16] . The spacetime stability depends on the wormhole metric, the matter content as well as the gravity theory, and the stability of the Ellis wormhole has been extensively discussed in the literature [17] . For instance, the Ellis wormhole spacetime is linearly stable under spherical and axial perturbations [18] in the case the matter content is a perfect fluid with negative density and a source-free radial electric or magnetic field [16, 19] . Lastly, we note there is also a rich literature on possible observational signature of astrophysical wormholes and how they could be distinguished from black holes [20] .
In the study of the collisional Penrose process, we need that the spacetime has an ergoregion and therefore that the wormhole is rotating. Unfortunately, analytical rotating wormhole solutions are not known at the moment. Only very recently, a numerical solution of a 4-dimensional rotating wormhole supported by a phantom scalar field has been obtained in Ref. [21] . For the sake of simplicity, in this paper we consider the Teo wormhole spacetime [12] , even if it is not a complete solution with a known matter distribution, but just a wormhole metric. Particle collisions in the Teo wormhole have been investigated in [22] to study the instability of a background spacetime against a particle collision with a high centerof-mass energy [23] . Here we study the simple case of a head-on collision at the throat of a Teo wormhole. As we expected, the presence of the wormhole ergoregion allows for the extraction of the rotational energy of the wormhole, namely the collisional Penrose process is possible and it is not a peculiarity of black hole spacetimes. Our result implies that the process of energy extraction can be much more efficient than that in the Kerr spacetime, and this is possible because we can create a head-on collision with the two particles coming from the two asymptotically flat regions. In the case of black holes, this is not possible simply because there is an event horizon and both the particles must come from the same flat region.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review the motion of a particle in the Teo wormhole spacetime. In Sections III and IV, we study the collisional Penrose process in the Teo wormhole spacetime. Summary and conclusions are reported in Section V. Throughout the paper, we use geometrical units in which c = G N = 1.
II. TEO WORMHOLE
The Teo wormhole spacetime is a simple stationary and axisymmetric wormhole spacetime. This section briefly reviews the motion of a test-particle in this spacetime.
A. Line Element
The line element of the Teo wormhole spacetime with the time translational Killing vector t µ ∂ µ = ∂ t and the axial Killing vector φ µ ∂ µ = ∂ φ is
where t, r, θ and φ are spherical polar coordinates. They are defined in the range −∞ ≤ t ≤ ∞, b ≤ r ≤ ∞, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π, and 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π, where b is a positive constant and the functions N (r, θ), K(r, θ) and ω(r) are given by
2)
Here a is the wormhole spin parameter and d is a positive constant 1 . In what follows, we assume that the angular momentum of the wormhole a is non-negative without loss of generality.
The wormhole has a throat at r = b and the flare-out condition [11] is satisfied there:
The shape of the wormhole throat is like a peanut shell (see Fig. 1 in [12] ). When b 2 /2 ≤ a, the wormhole has an ergoregion in b 2 ≤ r 2 ≤ 2a sin θ. In the ergoregion, a particle can have a negative conserved energy. In such a case, the particle is trapped inside the ergoregion. We note that the ergoregion can never extend to the rotational axes (θ = 0, π) and that an event horizon never forms there, even when the angular momentum of the wormhole assume a very high value b 2 ≪ a.
B. Hamilton-Jacobi Equation
The motion of a test-particle with rest mass m can be obtained by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation: 5) where S = S(λ, x ν ) is the action, which is a function of the coordinate x ν and of the affine parameter λ ≡ τ /m, τ is the proper time, and H is the Hamiltonian of the particle. The latter is defined as H ≡ g µν p µ p ν /2, where p µ = dx µ /dλ is the conjugate momentum and
Since t and φ are the cyclic coordinates, the action S can be cast in the following form
where E ≡ −p µ t µ = −p t and L ≡ p µ φ µ = p φ are, respectively, the conserved energy and the conserved angular momentum of the test-particle.
The Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be written as
This equation is not separable in r and θ because of the terms with the factor r cos 2 θ. We note that the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is separable in the case d = 0 [24] , while here we want to consider the case d > 0. The conjugate momenta p µ = dx µ /dλ are
9)
10)
The forward-in-time condition dt/dλ = p t ≥ 0 must be satisfied along the geodesic and therefore
along the geodesic.
C. Effective Potential of a Particle on the Equatorial Plane
Let us now consider a particle moving on the equatorial plane θ = π/2. If we introduce the new radial coordinate ρ defined by 2.14) and in the range −∞ < ρ < ∞, we can integrate Eq. (2.14) and we find
where we have set the wormhole throat at ρ = 0 with the choice of the integration constant. The line element on the equatorial plane with the new radial coordinate ρ is
Imposing θ = π/2, dS θ /dθ = 0, and
in the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in (2.8), we obtain the energy equation for a particle moving on the equatorial plane 18) where the effective potential V eff (ρ) is
From the energy equation (2.18) and p ρ (ρ) = dρ/dλ, we can rewrite the conjugate momentum of ρ as 20) where
In the region ρ ≥ 0, a particle approaches the throat if σ ρ = −1 and moves away from the throat if σ ρ = 1. On the contrary, in the region ρ < 0, a particle approaches the throat if σ ρ = 1 and moves away from the throat if σ ρ = −1. A particle is constrained to move in the region V eff (ρ) ≤ 0. If E 2 ≧ m 2 , the particle can be at infinity because
The derivative of the effective potential with respect to ρ is 22) where the upper (lower) sign holds in the region ρ > 0 (ρ < 0). The second derivative of the effective potential with respect to ρ is given by
III. CONSERVATION LAWS
In what follows, we assume a Teo wormhole spacetime with √ 2a ≥ b. In our collisional Penrose process, we have two particles, say (1) and (2), that collide at the wormhole throat ρ = 0. The collision creates two new particles, (3) and (4) . To simplify our discussion, we assume
and 2) where the subscripts (1), (2), (3) and (4) refer to the particles (1), (2), (3) and (4), respectively. Under the assumption (3.1), the particles (1) and (2) can exist at infinity. Indeed,
From the assumptions (3.1) and (3.2) follow that both E(ρ) and the effective potential V eff (ρ), defined respectively in Eqs. (2.13) and (2.19) , are the same for particle (1) and particle (2), namely
Let us assume that the particle (1) is approaching the throat from the region ρ > 0, while the particle (2) is approaching the throat from the region ρ < 0. With this set-up we have σ ρ(1) = −1 and σ ρ(2) = 1, and the ρ component of the total 4-momentum of the particles (1) and (2) vanishes at the collisional point
Let us also assume that the particles (3) and (4) have the same non-negative mass, that the conserved energy of the particle (3) is larger than or equal to the mass, while the particle (4) has non-positive energy
The particle (4) is thus bound in the ergoregion −ρ ergo ≤ ρ ≤ ρ ergo , where ρ ergo is defined by
A. Center-of-Mass Energy and Mass Upper Bound
The center-of-mass energy E CM (ρ) of the particles (1) and (2) at the throat on the equatorial plane in the Teo wormhole spacetime is given by [22] 
From the local conservation of energy, we have
From m (3) = m (4) and Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), we find an upper bound for the rest mass of the particle (3) created in the collision
B. Conservation of the 4-Momentum
From the conservation equation of the total 4-momentum, at the collision point ρ = 0 before and after the particle collision we have
From the t, φ and ρ components of the conservation equation of the total 4-momentum (3.11), we obtain
Under the assumptions (3.1), (3.2) and (3.6), using the conservation equations of the conserved energy (3.12) and of the conserved angular momentum (3.13), we can write the conserved energy and the conserved angular momentum of the particle (4) as We note that σ ρ(3) σ ρ(4) = −1 must be satisfied. Moreover, the effective potential (2.19) is even with respect to ρ, namely V eff (−ρ) = V eff (ρ), and therefore if a particle produced in the collision is reflected by a potential barrier that particle is bound near the throat. Here we are interested in the case in which the particle (3) escapes to infinity (ρ → ∞) and the particle (4) is trapped in the vicinity of the wormhole throat. We can also assume σ ρ(3) = 1 and σ ρ(4) = −1. In what follows, we just consider the case (3.18) which satisfies Eq. (3.17).
IV. ENERGY EXTRACTION FROM A TEO WORMHOLE
We consider two scenarios of collision. The flat potential case, in which the initial particles have vanishing conserved angular momentum, and the deep potential case, in which the initial particles have negative conserved angular momentum.
A. Case with Flat Potential
Let us assume that the particles (1) and (2) have zero conserved angular momentum, namely
In this case, the effective potentials of the particles (1) and (2) are "flat"
From the assumption (3.1), the effective potentials of the particles (1) and (2) are non-positive and the forwardin-time condition is satisfied everywhere, E (1) (ρ) = E (2) (ρ) = E (1) > 0. In this case, the particles (1) and (2) are initially in the asymptotically flat regions and they can reach the throat, where they collide. The center-ofmass energy of the particles (1) and (2) at the throat ρ = 0 is given by
This leads to an upper bound for the rest mass of the particle (3) produced in the particle collision
From Eq. (3.16), the conserved angular momentum of the particle (4) is given by 
From Eqs. (3.1), (3.15) , (4.5) and (4.6), L (3) is positive and L (4) is negative. The inequality (3.18) is satisfied if and only if
is satisfied, where E ± is defined as
The inequality (4.7) gives an upper bound of the energy extraction efficiency η 9) where η + is defined as
. (4.10) From Eqs. (3.15) , (4.7) and (4.8), we obtain an upper bound for the rest mass of the particle (3), namely 11) which is related to the energy extraction. Using Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain the function E(ρ) for the particles (3) and (4) 
From Eq. (4.12), the forward-in-time condition for particle (3) is satisfied, since E (3) (ρ) is positive everywhere. Since L (3) and E (3) (ρ) are positive, in the region ρ ≥ 0 we have that V ′ eff(3) (ρ) is non-positive and the effective potential V eff(3) (ρ) is a monotonically decreasing function with respect to ρ. It follows that V eff(3) (ρ) ≤ 0 everywhere, because V eff(3) (0) ≤ 0. The particle (3) created at the throat can thus escape to infinity ρ → ∞. (4.14) where A is
Let us introduce ρ
. (4.15) From Eqs. (3.1) and (3.15) , A is larger than unity. At ρ = ±ρ A , r(±ρ A ) = Ab and E (4) (±ρ A ) = 0. The effective potential for the particle (4) at ρ = ρ A is thus 4) , where ρ * ≡ ρ/b. The red-solid, green-dashed, and blue-dotted curves denote the effective potentials of the particle (4) when b = 0.1, b = 0.01 and b = 0.001, respectively. Here E (3) = E+, m (4) = 1, E (1) = 1.1 and a = 1. We note that both the effective potential of the particle (4) and its derivative with respect to ρ vanish at the wormhole throat, V eff (4) 
Since the effective potential for the particle (4) is nonpositive at the throat ρ = 0, it is positive at the point ρ = ρ A , and it is a continuous function with respect to ρ, there is at least one turning point in the region 0 ≤ ρ < ρ A . This implies that the particle (4) is trapped in the region −ρ t ≤ ρ ≤ ρ t , where ρ t is the minimum turning point for the particle (4) . We note that the forward-in-time condition E (4) (ρ) ≥ 0 for the particle (4) is satisfied within the two turning points −ρ t ≤ ρ ≤ ρ t . Actually, the particle (4) is trapped inside the ergoregion −ρ ergo ≤ ρ ≤ ρ ergo , as it can be seen in the following way. We consider the case in which the particle (3) has the maximal conserved energy E (3) = E + , corresponding to the maximum energy extraction efficiency. The effective potential of the particle (4) and its derivative with respect to ρ vanish at the throat, V eff(4) (0) = V ′ eff(4) (0) = 0. The second derivative of the effective potential of the particle (4) with respect to ρ at the throat is given by
From the inequality (4.11) and √ 2a ≥ b, V ′′ eff(4) (0) is positive. Thus, the particle (4) is trapped at the wormhole throat and it cannot exit the ergoregion. An example of effective potential of the particle (4) is shown in Fig. 1 .
B. Case with Deep Potential
As second scenario, we consider a case in which the two incident particles have negative conserved angular momentum L (1) = L (2) < 0. We assume that the conserved angular momentum of the particle (3) is (4.18) Under this assumption, the forward-in-time condition E (3) (ρ) ≥ 0 for the particle (3) is satisfied everywhere. We also assume that the particle (4) satisfies the forwardin-time condition at the throat
The inequalities (4.18) and (4.19) give (4.20) In this case, the particles (1) and (2) satisfy the forwardin-time condition everywhere
From Eqs. (3.15) , (3.16) and (3.18) , we obtain Fig. 2 shows some examples of effective potential for the particle (1) in which the particle can reach the wormhole throat from the flat region ρ > 0. In this case, the effective potentials of the particles (1) and (2) are "deep" and the center-of-mass energy is very large if a/b 2 ≫ 1. The inequality (3.18) is satisfied if and only if 23) where E ± is defined as 4.24) and B is
From Eqs. (3.5) and (3.10), B is non-negative and it is not larger than 1, 0 ≤ B ≤ 1. From the inequality (4.23), we obtain the maximal energy extraction efficiency given by
For B = 1/2, the maximal energy extraction efficiency with the set of parameters adopted in Fig. 2 is η + ∼ 1.3 (case I), 1.3 × 10 5 (II), 1.3 × 10 15 (III), 1.8 (IV), and 3.1 (V). The efficiency can thus be huge for suitable choices of the model parameters. From the assumptions that the particle (4) satisfies the forward-in-time condition at the throat (4.19) and that the conserved energy of the particle (4) is negative (3.6) , we obtain L (4) ≤ 0 and 1 ≤ A, where A is
. (4.27)
The particle (4) turns out to be bound in the region −ρ t ≤ ρ ≤ ρ t , where ρ t is the minimum and positive turning point for the particle (4) and the forward-in-time condition for the particle (4) is satisfied there in the same way as the case of the flat effective potential case. For simplicity, in what follows we concentrate on the case E (3) = E + , a/b 2 ≥ √ 2/2 and B = 1/2. From Eqs. (4.22) and (4.24) , L (3) is positive. The particle (3) with the rest mass m (3) = E CM (0)/(2 √ 2) can thus escape to infinity (ρ → +∞). Such a conclusion can be derived proceeding in the same way as we did for the flat potential case. It is also easy to show that the condition (4.20) , or, equivalently, the assumptions (4.18) and (4.19) , is satisfied in this case.
Finally, we can check that the particle (4) with the negative conserved energy E (4) ≤ −2E (1) is trapped in the ergoregion. Both the effective potential and its derivative with respect to ρ vanish at the throat, V eff(4) (0) = V ′ eff(4) (0) = 0. The second derivative of the effective potential with respect to ρ at the throat is . The red-solid, greendashed, blue-dot-spaced, magenta-dotted, and cyan-dasheddotted curves denote the effective potentials for the motion with respect to the radial direction ρ of the particle (1) with, respectively, the following set of parameters:
It is easy to show show that f and g are positive for (4) (0) is thus positive and the particle (4) is bounded at the throat and it cannot exit the ergoregion.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In the original Penrose process, a particle coming from infinity enters the ergoregion of a Kerr black hole and decays into a negative energy particle swallowed by the black hole and a positive energy particle escaping to infinity. Since the particle escaping to infinity has energy larger than the initial particle, the mechanism extracts energy from the black hole. In a collisional Penrose process, the difference is that the initial state is represented by two particles that collide in the ergoregion and create the negative and the positive energy particles.
The center-of-mass energy of the two in-going particles can be arbitrarily large in the vicinity of a Kerr black hole, but the efficiency of the energy extraction turns out to be only a little bit larger than 1 [3] . The reason is that in the center of mass of the falling particles the r component of 4-momentum is large and negative near the event horizon, so only a small fraction of the collision energy can escape to infinity. Schnittman considered a scenario in which an initial particle bounces near a Kerr black hole and collides with a falling particle near the event horizon [4] . In such a case, the bounced particle does not have a large positive r component of the 4-momentum since it collides near its turning point. The efficiency of the process can be larger by a few times than the case of two falling particles.
In this paper, we have investigated the collisional Penrose process in a wormhole spacetime. Our first result is that the process is indeed possible. In our discussion, we have employed the Teo wormhole spacetime, which represents the simplest rotating wormhole metric, and considered a head-on collision. However, we expect that similar results can be obtained in more theoretically motivated wormhole solutions. As for the particle collision, we have focused on two possible scenarios, namely the case in which the initial particles have vanishing angular momentum (flat potential case) and that in which the initial particles have negative angular momentum (deep potential case).
In the flat potential picture, the center-of-mass energy at the collision is small if the conserved energies of the initial particles are small. However, if the Teo wormhole rotates fast (a ≫ b 2 ), the conserved energies of the particles produced in the collision can be very large, no matter the conserved energies of the initial particles, and the efficiency of the process to extract energy from the wormhole can be very high. This is in contrast to the Kerr black hole case. The upper bound on the total rest-mass of the particles created in the collision is determined by the center-of-mass energy. This implies that the rest-mass cannot be large if the conserved energies of the initial particles are not high in the flat potential case. In the deep potential case, even if the energies at infinity of the initial particle are low it is possible to get a high center-of-mass energy at the collision, with the possibility of an efficient extraction of energy from the wormhole and/or a large rest mass of the particle escaping to infinity. From these two scenarios, we learn that the center-of-mass energy of the particles at the collision is not very much related to the energy extraction from the wormhole, while it has a tight relation to the upper limit of the rest-mass of the particle escaping to infinity.
For simplicity, in this paper we have only considered a limited number of cases of particle collisions. It is thus likely that the actual upper bound of energy extraction from a Teo wormhole is lager than the upper bound found in this work. We have assumed that the sum of the r component of 4-momentum of the initial particles vanishes at the collisional point, but we could also consider a case in which it is positive there, with the result that a larger fraction can escape to infinity.
In the case of a black hole, the existence of the ergoregion and the possibility of extracting energy from the system have potentially important astrophysical implications, like the formation of powerful jets with the Blandford-Znajek mechanism [25] . It is plausible that a similar process is possible in the case of a rotating wormhole and, since the efficiency of the collisional Penrose process can be substantially higher than the same process around a black hole, the study of the BlandfordZnajek mechanism in a wormhole spacetime may be an interesting topic to explore in the future.
